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of lack of time I

must g'ive my talk in a rather brief manner. But
my suggestions can and should be discussed afterwards and in the next
sessi ons.
Because

all

want to improve mathematics education, and we think'improving teacher
education can he1p. But any progress'in this matter has its natural limits.

trle

- There is only a certa'in amount of time available for teacher education
(on the whole and

-

-

in

each week).

there is too little opportunity for teacher students to get acquainted
w'ith pupils and teach'ing at schooj wh'ile still at college.
Teacher trainers in schools often tell the beginners to forget everythi'ng
they have learned at college.
Finally, in service, there are many tasks and difficulties inside as well
as outside the classroom which have little to do with mathematics teaching,
and as a result a 'lot of teachers tend to choose a rather comfortable way
of teaching, which is not bel.ieved by teacher educators to always be the
best.

Compared

with these basic problems the possible effects of

changes

in the

of teachers in mathematics and mathematics education seem to be
negligible. - Even'if this is the case, we still should prepare our teacher
students in the best way possible and, of course, we should think which way
'is the best. Furthermore, that statement is only partially true: L'le know
preparation

that every mathemat'ics teacher has a spec'ial socialization (with regard to
his own subject, just as much as many non mathematics teachers have it)
which develops at school and at college and has a not'iceable influence on
his profess'ional life. This seens to me to be a poss'ible starting point for
'improvements

.

do not plan to give a new list of mathematical or mathematics educational
topi cs to be stud j ed by prospect'ive teachers. I al so need not ment'ion that

I
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teacher students should be taught that mathematics should be taught along
fundamental ideas, as a process, activity oriented, etc. Rather I want to
discuss some problems'in relation to the question of legitimation.

If

asked, vvhy every indiv'idual should be taught mathematics, we would think
of some major reasons I i ke:
1. mathematics for dealing with the physical (natural and technical) and
social (e.g. economics) environment in everyday life and professiona'l

life,
.

cs for the tra'in'ing of cogni ti ve abi I i ti es (e. g. spati al
visualizat'ion) and for personality development (e.g. self-assuredness,
willingness to tackle problems, reliability, etc),
3. mathematics as a cultural value (a1so: for fun, and: for its own sake).
2

mathemati

It is my strong feeling that, of course, every prospective mathematics
teacher, every mathematics teacher, and every mathematics teacher educator
could name reasons similar to these, but that many of them are not rea11y
convinced that these reasons rea11y hold. In fact, most of the members of
the mathematics teaching community once decided to enter it, because

-

they thought the chance of becoming a teacher in the first place wou'ld
better, and after becoming one the task would be easier, if they had
mathematics as a subject, or
at school they performed well in this subject, or
they just love mathematics as such.

be

these motives is honorable, but they d,o not suffice to teach this
subject to pupils, most of whom, whether high or low achievers, have, or are
1ike1y to have, different personal interests in school and definitely outside school. Although we often will not be able to fu11y convey to our pupils
why they should do mathematics at all and then why particularitems, we
should try, and, much more important, we ourselves must be conv'inced that
they should. For this conviction reason no. 3 alone is much too weak. Reasons
no. 1 and no. 2 are also needed.
Any

of

for

reason no. 1: Many of our students haven't got any work'ing experience
outside school and college, which cannot be replaced by an"intensive study
of so called applied mathematics,. physjcs or econornics,.becausb,:these subjects

As
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are treated purely theoretically aga'in, at least

in their

meaning

to

the

students.

0ur teacher student therefore should

-

get a broad general education at school, before they specialize on a few
subjects at col1ege,
get to know real professional life by work'ing outside the educational
system for some time, before becoming a teacher student,
be made acqua'inted

with

many genuine examples

accessible and (poss'ibly) relevant to
will never belong to the community of

of

app'l'ied mathematics
that vast majority of people who
mathematicians and mathematics

teachers.

This last point is the teacher educators,task. They should have had a
similar career, and they should be able to teach app'licati'ons - not necessarily systematically, but extensively. To accomplish thjs, we need much
more knowledge about the shapes of all kinds of mathematics in ordinary
people's everyday lives and professions. This is a truiy didactical problem
which cannot be settled by just asking vocational instructors or analyz.ing
aptitude tests for vocational training, because they often reflect an idea
of mathematics which we want to overcome: mathematics as an instrument for
selection rather than for personal enrichment.

A. Schreiber and I have done some work about the connections between geometry and the real world and have elaborated a lot of concrete examples, e.g.

- the shape of bott nuts ffq

i)?

7\a

t]r (}

-

the practica] use of the helix (for transportation, for uncorki n g bott'les,
for all kinds of caps and tops, etc.),

-

the polyhedral structure of the leather football

I

am

at a so cal'led po'lyvalent teacher education (where teacher
students shall be qualified for a second profession at the same time), but
at a broader teacher education, with mathematics still as a central subject
for mathemat'ics teachers (and possibly some mathematics for every teacher),
hoping that teachers forward this education to the student§.
not

aim'i ng
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This bri ngs me to reason no. Z: Teachers must be inte rested
not on'ly in the
subject they teach, but definitely also in the individuals
they teach. They
should u nderstand them and be able to relate to their
feeling and think i ng.
0f cours e, this is not a problem of mathematics education on1y,
but of any
educati

on

Prospective mathematics teachers usually get to know
a lot about mathematics,
and, hopefully, about mathematics teaching, and methods
of how to treat
mathematical issues, etc. But these methods usuarly
fit only into idea1,
non-real istic classroom situations (whetherinstruction
is individual ized,
or not)' The fundamental failure of contemporary teacher education
lies in
prospective teachers learning to prescribe to
abstract students ideal ways
of thinking, instead of learning to appreciate real students, actual
ways of
thinking and feeling. consequently, a lot of teachers
assume as a generai

principle that students

(if

they are not too stupid) have the right concepts,
etc., especially when needed for a following instructional unit; and many teachers and teacher educators have been quite
surprised about the results of, e.g., Kathleen Hart,s
research on secondary
students' understanding of mathematics.
methods, knowledge,

So

-

-

our teacher student should

have a good sense for other people,s thinking and feeling,
which could
also have been developed at schoor, at reast partiary,
widen their social horizon by spending some time working
outside the
educational system,
be made acquainted with many genuine examples of
students, typica.l
reactions to mathematics instruction and learn how to
interpret these
reacti ons .

Again,
thei

r

all

these points also concern teacher educators, and the
speci a1 task.

last

one is

to create such exampres is to give a test to many pupils in order
to find certain regularities and then ask some pupils personally
about their

One way

reasoning' For example, H. winter and I investigated the
mathematical
tencies in the lives of ten-year-olds. One question was: which
of the

compe-

fol-

L

-5'l

ng patterns
pavi ng stonesl
owi

wi I

I

mos

t

..'.:

I -i k ely

occur, when rain starts

I

i..'.'

a

b

c.

ffi
d.

falling on two
F

15 % chose the second; they had answered the,,wrong,,question,
name-ly: which

pattern

is the clearest?

In a second step, teacher students should analyze real mathematics
instruction, and find didactical faults (unsuitable introductory examples, lacking
interrelation between modes of representation, insufficient formation
of
basfc concepts, etc.) and their short-, middle-, and longterm
effects. There
remains, of course, a fundamentar problem: How do we get
such exampres of
lessons or units? hlhich teacher thinks that his instruction
could provide
them? I,,lho wants to be responsible for intentionally bad
instruction? - OuI
teacher students' first lessons seem to be inappropr"iate.
Maybe we have to
record a few standard examples on video tape, which we
come across more or
less by

Then'

chance.

in a third step, the social and communicational

dimension

of

classroom

instruction should be taken into consideration. 0f course, this
is the most
difficult part not only in teacher education but also in theory building and
in research. But teacher students should at least become aware of this
dimen-

sion.

In

my own work

I

have not

yet rearized steps no. 2 and no.

3.

I

can tell that there are always a few teacher students
who
are not interested in analyzing geometrical ideas in the real
world or pupils,
statements, but who believe strongly in written curricula.
Those are the
students at whom the tiile of this tark is directed.
From my experience

I

do not plead for a relapse into non-academical teacher
education. 0n the
contrary, a'I1 suggested activities can only be successful
on the basis of a
thorough study of mathemat'ics, as well as educational
and related theories,
like psychology, etc.
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